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Purpose: Socioeconomic inequality in stroke care occurs even in countries with free access

to health care. We aimed to investigate the association between socioeconomic status and

guideline-recommended acute care in Denmark during the last decade.

Design: We conducted a nationwide, population-based study. We used household income,

employment status, and education as markers of socioeconomic status and adjusted the

results for relevant clinical covariates. We used weighted linear regression models to analyse

empirical log odds of performance measure fulfillment at patient level.

Setting: Public hospitals in Denmark.

Participants: A total of 110,848 consecutive stroke patients discharged between 2004 and 2014.

Intervention(s): Acute stroke care according to clinical guidelines.

Main outcome measure(s): Guideline-recommended care was defined in two ways based

on clinical performance measures: the percentage of fulfilled measures used throughout the

study period (m=8) (model 1) and the percentage of fulfilled measures used at the time of

discharge (m=8 to 16) (model 2).

Results: Compared with high family income, low income was negatively associated with the

guideline-recommended care; odds ratios (95% CI) were 0.89 (0.85–0.93) in model 1 and

0.81 (0.77–0.85) in model 2. Low family income was negatively associated with fulfillment

of 14 of the 16 performance measures. In general, the percentage of performance measures

fulfilled increased over time from 70% (95% CI 63–76) to 85% (95% CI 83–87).

Conclusion: Socioeconomic inequality in guideline-recommended stroke care remains

despite overall improvements in a setting with free access to care and systematic monitoring

of health care quality.

Keywords: quality of care, access to care, health inequality, stroke

Introduction
Health care systems may contribute to health inequalities by providing variable

access to care.1,2 There is evidence that even in societies with theoretically equal

access to publicly financed health care, the utilization of health care services varies

according to patient characteristics beyond clinical needs.3–7

The existence of socioeconomic inequality in the risk of stroke is well

documented.8 Similar findings apply to the prognosis after a stroke in relation to

recurrence,9 poststroke disability,10 and survival.8,11 Although few researchers have

investigated inequality in the provision of stroke care, a social gradient has been

identified in the likelihood of receiving evidence-based stroke care even in coun-

tries with free access to health care.8,12 Low income, lower educational level, and

receipt of a disability pension have been found to be associated with a smaller
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chance of receiving care in accordance with clinical guide-

line recommendations.13–18

In countries with universal health care systems, a com-

mon goal in health care policy is to treat all patients

equally.19 Little has been published about the best ways to

attain such equality. In an ongoing monitoring and auditing

effort initiated in 2003, Danish hospitals aim to improve the

process quality of acute stroke care and ensure an even

distribution of high-quality care.20 However, changes in

patterns of inequality over time have been left largely

unaddressed in both the national and international literature

on stroke and it is unknown whether quality of care initia-

tives lead to equally distributed improvements of care.

Changes in inequality of care over time are of key

interest to policymakers when qualifying political

initiatives.17 Such knowledge can also inform clinicians

working to advance equality in care. The objective of this

study was to investigate the association between socio-

economic status and guideline-recommended acute stroke

care over time in Denmark.

Methods
Study Design
This register-based nationwide study was performed in a

setting of publicly funded hospitals using patient-level

data from the Danish Stroke Register (DSR). Reporting

to the DSR is mandatory for all departments treating acute

stroke patients. The DSR is a validated nationwide clinical

quality database with an estimated sensitivity of 97%.21

The cohort of consecutive stroke patients discharged from

January 1st, 2004 to December 31st, 2014 was identified

in the DSR, and the data were linked to several national

registers under Statistics Denmark using personal identifi-

cation numbers.22,23

Acute stroke care is provided only at public hospitals

in Denmark. More than 90% of all acute stroke patients

were treated at specialized multidisciplinary stroke units in

the study period. Stroke care was substantially centralized

during the study period with 52 units receiving patients in

2004 compared with 25 in 2014, including 8 centers pro-

viding i.v. thrombolysis and 3 comprehensive stroke cen-

ters providing both i.v. thrombolysis and thrombectomy.

The stroke units were in the start of the study period

organized within a mixture of departments of neurology

and internal medicine, respectively, however, by the end of

the study period, the units were all organized within

departments of neurology.

Patients registered with an acute ischemic or haemor-

rhagic stroke were included, whereas patients with transi-

ent ischemic attack were excluded. We only included the

first event for patients with multiple recorded events dur-

ing the study period.

Socioeconomic Status
Variables defining the socioeconomic status of the patients

were obtained from Statistics Denmark.24 From the year of

discharge, disposable family income and the patients’ high-

est achieved educational level were obtained. We classified

family income as high, medium, or low according to tertiles

within the study population and educational level as pri-

mary, upper secondary, or higher. Employment status was

based on the first registration in the year before discharge

and was categorized as working, retired (including early

retirement and disability pension), or unemployed.

Potential Confounders
Potential confounding factors were considered. From the

DSR, we retrieved information on the following patient

characteristics: age, sex, Scandinavian Stroke Scale score

at the time of admission,25 and a history of diabetes

mellitus, hypertension, or stroke in the year of discharge.

We also retrieved information on the treating hospital

department from the DSR (each department is identified

by an id, which marks both the department and the hospi-

tal it falls under).

Quality Of Acute Stroke Care
We defined guideline-recommended care using clinical

performance measures obtained from the DSR. The

Danish stroke guidelines are in accordance with the guide-

lines stated by the European Stroke Organisation and the

American Heart Association.20 The performance measures

reflect the provision of the core processes of early stroke

care including diagnostics, treatment, and early rehabilita-

tion in accordance with recommendations from the

national clinical guidelines.26 Based on detailed written

instructions, the hospital personnel classify every patient

as eligible or not for each performance measure according

to the presence of contraindications.15,20 For example,

severe dementia in a patient with ischemic stroke and

atrial fibrillation can preclude oral anticoagulant therapy

and rapid spontaneous recovery of motor symptoms makes

early assessment by physiotherapist and occupational

therapist irrelevant.15 The medical relevance of each
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performance measure is therefore incorporated into the

registration and consequently included in this study.

During the study period, the number of performance

measures increased from 8 to 16 (See Table 1). The defini-

tion of the original 8 measures was unchanged. We con-

structed 2 models. In model 1, the guideline-recommended

care was based on the 8 measurers used throughout the

period. This allowed consistent comparisons over time. In

model 2, guideline-recommended care was based on the 8

to 16 measures that were available at the time of discharge,

which provided an outcome that directly reflected what

was considered guideline-recommended care at that time.

For an overview of the included performance measures

and the periods in which they were available, see Table 1.

Statistical Analysis
The study population was characterized using frequencies

and means with standard errors. As we wanted to com-

pare process performance fulfillment between patients we

constructed an aggregated outcome for each patient by

computation of the empirical odds of fulfillment for each

patient. With a continuity correction, it has previously

been shown that such empirical odds may be analyzed

validly after a log-transformation using ordinary linear

regression with analytical weights.27,28 Specifically, we

used an empirical logistic transformation of the outcomes

as follows:

Z ¼ log
yþ 1

2

m� yþ 1
2

 !

where Z is the model outcome, y represents the number of

performance measures fulfilled and m the relevant perfor-

mance measures. Gart and Zweifel studied the bias of logit

estimators and their variance estimators and identified a

variance estimator that yielded results with very little bias.

McCullagh and Nelder applied the variance estimator

derived by Gart as an analytical weight as they found that

it diminishes the issue of the variance not being homoge-

neous and thus allows valid inference of empirical logits by

use of linear regression. Their analytical weight w was

therefore applied:29,30

w ¼ yþ 1

2

� ��1

þ m� yþ 1

2

� ��1

As a consequence of the transformation we used, the

interpretation of the coefficients of the regression analysis

follows that of a logistic regression; i.e., the exponential of

the coefficient represents the odds ratio associated with a

1-unit change in the covariate. Multilevel modeling was

used as the patient level was nested within the hospital

Table 1 Individual Performance Measures Of Guideline-Recommended Care Over Time

Performance Measure Period

Available

Ischemic stroke patient without atrial fibrillation receives platelet-inhibitor therapy within 2 days of admission 2004–2014

Ischemic stroke patient with atrial fibrillation receives oral anticoagulation therapy within 14 days after admission 2004–2014

Stroke patient is examined with a CT/MRI scan on the day of admission 2004–2014

Stroke patient is assessed by a physiotherapist about the need for rehabilitation (including type and extent) within the second

day of admission

2004–2014

Stroke patient is assessed by an occupational therapist about the need for rehabilitation (including type and extent) within the

second day of admission

2004–2014

Stroke patient is mobilized on the day of admission 2004–2014

Stroke patient receives a nutritional risk assessment within the second day of admission 2004–2014

Stroke patient is admitted to a stroke unit within the second day of admission 2004–2014

Ischemic stroke patient is examined with ultrasound or CT/MR angiography of the carotid arteries within 4 days of admission 2007–2014

Stroke patient is admitted to a hospital within 3 hrs after symptom onset 2009–2014

Stroke patient is admitted to a hospital within 4.5 hrs of symptom onset 2009–2014

Stroke patient receives indirect swallowing test on the day of admission before receiving food or fluids to assess swallowing

function and risk of aspiration

2011–2014

Stroke patient receives direct swallowing test on the day of admission before receiving food or fluids to assess swallowing

function and risk of aspiration

2011–2014

Ischemic stroke patient undergoes carotid endarterectomy within 14 days of admission 2011–2014

Stroke patient is treated with thrombolysis and has a door-to-needle time of ≤1 hr 2011–2014

Ischemic stroke patient receives thrombolysis 2011–2014

Dovepress Hyldgård et al
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department level. The assumptions for linear regression

and alternative functional scaling of variables were tested.

To illustrate the development graphically over time,

regression models for each year allowed for effect mod-

ification between year and the other covariates. Ordinary

logistic regression was used to investigate the associations

between each of three socioeconomic characteristics and

the individual performance measures. The linear regres-

sion analyses were also performed for specified periods

related to the time of introduction of new performance

measures to identify changes over time in socioeconomic

inequality in the percentage of guideline-recommended

care fulfilled and tested for interaction between time and

socioeconomic status. We performed several sensitivity

analyses. For handling of missing observations on educa-

tional level, family income and employment status we

replaced the missing observations with the levels asso-

ciated with the worst/best outcome, respectively. To test

an alternative operationalisation of guideline-recom-

mended care we defined a dichotomous all-or-none out-

come (whether each patient received all the relevant

measures or not). As an alternative to applying the empiri-

cal logistic approach, we tested a logistic regression model

with random effects using each indicator as the unit of the

analysis. Finally, we performed several analyses where the

study population was defined in different ways to locate

the effect of patient homogeneity: inclusion of only first

ever strokes, restriction to patients with more than three

relevant performance measures and a stratified analysis

according to the type of stroke.

All estimates were reported with 95% confidence inter-

vals (CI) and tests were 2-sided with a 5% significance

level. Stata SE 14.2 (StataCorp) was used for the statistical

analyses.

Ethics
This study was conducted in agreement with the Act on

the Processing of Personal Data (Danish Data Protection

Agency journal number 2015-57-0002). Approval from

the ethics committee is not required for register-based

studies according to Danish law.

Results
A total of 110,848 individual stroke patients were included

in the study. The regression analyses were based on 74,468

individual patients due to missing data in one or more of

the socioeconomic and prognostic characteristics in the

model. Descriptive characteristics of the study population

and the distribution of missing data are shown in Table 2.

We identified some differences between the patients

included in the models and the patients with incomplete

data. It is likely that these differences are related to the fact

that patients in the oldest age group are highly overrepre-

sented among patients with incomplete data (34.5% vs

8.7%). This would explain why patients with incomplete

data have a smaller family income and are more likely to

be retired (cf. Table 2). Due to the large sample size, all

differences between patients with complete data and

patients with incomplete data were statistically significant.

Being in the low or middle tertile of family income or

being retired was negatively associated with guideline-

recommended care compared with being in the high family

income tertile or having a job, respectively (Table 3).

These associations were most pronounced in the model

based on all available performance measures at the time of

discharge (model 2).

Timely carotid endarterectomy and door-to-needle time

for thrombolysis were the only two performance measures

not significantly associated with family income. For

employment status, indications of inequality were found

for nine performance measures, including platelet-inhibitor

therapy, CT/MR scan, early mobilization, nutritional risk

assessment, angiography, early admission (within 3 and

4.5 hrs, respectively), swallowing test (indirect and direct),

timely carotid endarterectomy, door-to-needle time for

thrombolysis and use of thrombolysis. In contrast, only

two performance measures were associated with educa-

tional level, i.e., angiography and indirect swallowing

test. Please see supplementary tables S1–S16 for complete

results for the individual performance measures.

The changes over time are illustrated in Figure 1 as the

overall percentages of guideline-recommended care ful-

filled. When the model was based on the measures con-

sistent over time (model 1) the fulfillment increased

significantly from 69.9% (95% CI 63.0–75.9) in 2004 to

85.0% (95% CI 83.0–86.8) in 2014 when all covariates are

at reference level. When the model was based on all at-

the-time available measures (model 2), the percentage

increased to 86.6% (95% CI 83.4–89.2) (see Figure 1).

(See supplementary figure S1 for the development over

time in the crude average performance).

When restricting the analyses to performance measures

that were consistent throughout the period studied, we found

some indication that the inequality in relation to income and

employment status may have been decreasing over time

(Table 4); however, test for interaction revealed that this

Hyldgård et al Dovepress
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trend was not statistically significant. Basing guideline-recom-

mended care on all performancemeasures available at the time

of discharge showed a nonsignificant increase in the income-

related inequality (Table 5). Over the studied period there is a

shift in the distribution of income and, to less extent, education

(see Figure 1). (See supplementary figures S2–4). The

Table 2 Characterization Of The Study Population (n (%))

Patients With Complete Data

(N=74,468)

Patients With Incomplete Data

(N=36,380)

All Patients

(N=110,848)

Family income (price year 2015)

25% percentile ($22 915) 21,337 (28.7) 12,189 (33.5) 33,526 (30.2)

50% percentile ($ 31 141) 25,434 (34.2) 8154 (22.4) 33,588 (30.3)

75% percentile ($ 46 787) 27,697 (37.2) 5911 (16.2) 33,608 (30.3)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 10,126 (27.8) 10,126 (9.1)

Employment status

Working 16,504 (22.2) 3,915 (10.8) 20,419 (18.4)

Retired 55,624 (74.7) 30,542 (84.0) 86,166 (77.7)

Unemployed 2,340 (3.1) 800 (2.2) 3,140 (2.8)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 1,123 (3.1) 1,123 (1.0)

Highest achieved educational level

Primary 35,994 (48.3) 11,257 (30.9) 47,251 (42.6)

Upper secondary 27,391 (36.8) 8,325 (22.9) 35,716 (32.2)

Higher 11,083 (14.9) 3,462 (9.5) 14,545 (13.1)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 13,336 (36.7) 13,336 (12.0)

Age group, years

<65 24,534 (32.9) 7,345 (20.2) 31,879 (28.8)

65–74 21,112 (28.4) 6,751 (18.6) 27,863 (25.1)

75–84 22,334 (30.0) 9,719 (26.7) 32,053 (28.9)

>85 6,488 (8.7) 12,565 (34.5) 19,053 (17.2)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Sex

Female 33,817 (45.4) 18,761 (51.6) 52,578 (47.4)

Male 40,651 (54.6) 17,619 (48.4) 58,270 (52.6)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Previous stroke

No 61,564 (82.7) 24,379 (67.0) 85,943 (77.5)

Yes 12,904 (17.3) 7,047 (19.4) 19,951 (18.0)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 4,954 (13.6) 4,954 (4.5)

Diabetes mellitus

No 64,182 (86.2) 27,320 (75.1) 91,502 (82.5)

Yes 10,286 (13.8) 4,843 (13.3) 15,129 (13.6)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 4,217 (11.6) 4,217 (3.8)

Hypertension

No 34,805 (46.7) 14,332 (39.4) 49,137 (44.3)

Yes 39,663 (53.3) 16,257 (44.7) 55,920 (50.4)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 5,791 (15.9) 5,791 (5.2)

Scandinavian Stroke Scale score

1. Very severe (0–14 points) 4,862 (6.5) 5,265 (14.5) 10,127 (9.1)

2. Severe (15–29 points) 6,179 (8.3) 3,811 (10.5) 9,990 (9.0)

3. Moderate (30–44 points) 12,975 (17.4) 5,396 (14.8) 18,371 (16.6)

4. Mild (45–58 points) 50,452 (67.7) 9,746 (26.8) 60,198 (54.3)

Missing observations 0 (0.0) 12,162 (33.4) 12,162 (11.0)
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inequality in income increased over time while it slightly

decreased in education.

All the performed sensitivity analyses supported the

main analyses (data not shown).

Discussion
This study demonstrates that there is socioeconomic

inequality in acute stroke care as high-income patients

receive better care within the publicly funded health care

system of Denmark. After a decade with mandatory mon-

itoring and auditing of clinical performance, the fulfillment

of guideline-recommended care has improved substan-

tially, but this has not translated to reduced socioeconomic

inequality.

Comparison With Other Studies
Data on time trends in inequality of stroke care are sparse. An

exemption is an English study of 4202 stroke patients from

Southern London that reported a decrease in socioeconomic

inequality in the provision of care between 1995 and 2010,

however, the authors concluded that further efforts were

required to achieve equality in stroke care.17 The existence

of social inequality was confirmed in a recent national study

from England as patients were less likely to receive 5 out of

12 care processes if they had a low socioeconomic status.31

The inequality identified in our study is slightly more pro-

nounced, which may relate to the fact that the English studies

used an area-based measure of social deprivation while we

applied individual-level data. In a Danish context, our find-

ings are consistent with a study covering the period

2003–2007 showing that low personal income and disability

pension were associated with a lower probability of receiving

the recommended care.16 An Austrian study found educa-

tional level to be associated with stroke care, but this incon-

gruence might be related to the use of educational level as

their sole measure of socioeconomic status.18 With the inclu-

sion of three socioeconomic characteristics, it is natural to

see smaller associations compared to studies that include

Table 3 Association Between Socioeconomic Status And Guideline-Recommended Care. OR (95% CI) P-Value*

Based On 8 Measures Consistent Over

Time

Based On ≥16 Measure Available At The Time Of

Discharge

Family income tertile

Low 0.89 (0.85–0.93) <0.001 0.81 (0.77–0.85) <0.001

Middle 0.96 (0.93–0.98) 0.002 0.90 (0.87–0.94) <0.001

High 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Employment status

Working 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Retired 0.96 (0.93–0.99) 0.025 0.91 (0.87–0.96) <0.001

Unemployed 0.98 (0.93–1.04) 0.49 1.02 (0.94–1.10) 0.62

Highest achieved educational level

Primary 1.00 (0.96–1.04) 0.97 0.96 (0.91–1.02) 0.18

Upper secondary 1.01 (0.98–1.04) 0.35 0.99 (0.95–1.03) 0.69

Higher 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Reference person** 1.50 (1.18–1.91) 0.001 2.03 (1.59–2.58) <0.001

R2 0.163 0.072

n 74,468 74,468

Notes: *Odds Ratios (95% CI) of the percentage of guideline-recommended care fulfilled adjusted for sex, age, previous stroke, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stroke

severity, and year. Multilevel modeling was used. **Odds for a patient at reference level (high income, employed, higher education).

Figure 1 Percentages of guideline-recommended care fulfilled (95% CI).

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; DSR, Danish Stroke Register; OR, odds ratio.
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only one characteristic. In addition, patients’ education and

employment status have previously been found to be less

determined than their income in old age.32 The finding that

family income was more closely associated with receiving

the recommended care could also be related to the fact that it

includes information regarding the patients’ partners.

Main Strengths And Weaknesses Of The

Study
The data applied in this study represent a key strength. The

data had been validated, and the DSR has been found to have

a high sensitivity.21 In addition, the registers have national

coverage and the data were collected prospectively and on an

Table 4 Association Between Socioeconomic Status And Guideline-Recommended Care For Separate Time Periods Based On 8

Measures Consistent Over Time. OR (95% CI) P-Value*

2004–2006 2007–2008 2009–2010 2011–2014

Family income tertile

Low 0.84 (0.76–0.93) 0.002 0.88 (0.80–0.97) 0.008 0.85 (0.79–0.91) <0.001 0.93 (0.89–0.98) 0.004

Middle 0.93 (0.84–1.03) 0.18 0.95 (0.89–1.03) 0.20 0.94 (0.90–0.99) 0.015 0.97 (0.95–1.00) 0.033

High 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Employment status

Working 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Retired 0.88 (0.78–1.00) 0.045 0.98 (0.92–1.05) 0.61 0.96 (0.90–1.02) 0.20 0.98 (0.95–1.02) 0.33

Unemployed 0.99 (0.87–1.13) 0.92 1.07 (0.89–1.29) 0.47 1.01 (0.88–1.16) 0.87 0.93 (0.88–0.99) 0.018

Highest achieved educational level

Primary 0.93 (0.83–1.05) 0.24 1.05 (0.96–1.15) 0.29 1.04 (0.97–1.11) 0.31 1.00 (0.96–1.03) 0.76

Upper secondary 0.95 (0.86–1.05) 0.29 1.03 (0.97–1.09) 0.31 1.06 (1.00–1.13) 0.049 1.01 (0.99–1.04) 0.28

Higher 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Reference person** 2.29 (1.80–2.92) <0.001 4.03 (3.23–5.04) <0.001 4.00 (3.25–4.91) <0.001 5.16 (4.57–5.84) <0.001

R2 0.059 0.013 0.027 0.040

n 18,346 12,565 13,690 29,867

Notes: *Odds Ratios (95% CI) of the percentage of guideline-recommended care fulfilled adjusted for sex, age, previous stroke, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stroke

severity, and year. Multilevel modeling was used. **Odds for a patient at reference level (high income, employed, higher education).

Table 5 Association Between Socioeconomic Status And Guideline-Recommended Care For Separate Time Periods Based On Up To

16 Measures Available At The Time Of Discharge. OR (95% CI) P-Value*

2004–2006 2007–2008 2009–2010 2011–2014

Family income tertile

Low 0.84 (0.76–0.93) 0.002 0.86 (0.78–0.95) 0.004 0.81 (0.75–0.87) <0.001 0.75 (0.70–0.81) <0.001

Middle 0.93 (0.84–1.03) 0.18 0.94 (0.87–1.01) 0.074 0.91 (0.87–0.95) <0.001 0.86 (0.80–0.92) <0.001

High 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Employment status

Working 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Retired 0.88 (0.78–1.00) 0.045 0.96 (0.90–1.03) 0.28 0.90 (0.82–0.98) 0.014 0.90 (0.85–0.96) 0.001

Unemployed 0.99 (0.87–1.13) 0.92 1.09 (0.89–1.33) 0.39 1.06 (0.90–1.25) 0.47 0.97 (0.85–1.12) 0.70

Highest achieved educational level

Primary 0.93 (0.83–1.05) 0.24 1.00 (0.91–1.11) 0.93 0.99 (0.91–1.09) 0.90 0.93 (0.87–1.00) 0.037

Upper secondary 0.95 (0.86–1.05) 0.29 0.99 (0.93–1.06) 0.76 1.04 (0.97–1.12) 0.27 1.00 (0.94–1.06) 0.95

Higher 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.) 1 (Ref.)

Reference person** 2.29 (1.80–2.92) <0.001 4.12 (3.26–5.22) <0.001 4.14 (3.33–5.15) <0.001 5.51 (4.30–7.06) <0.001

R2 0.059 0.012 0.030 0.042

n 18,346 12,565 13,690 29,867

Notes: *Odds Ratios (95% CI) of the percentage of guideline-recommended care fulfilled adjusted for sex, age, previous stroke, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stroke

severity, and year. Multilevel modeling was used. **Odds for a patient at reference level (high income, employed, higher education).
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individual level. The definition of guideline-recommended

care was based on up to 16 performance measures of process

quality, which is adopted by clinicians in general and is in

consensus with international standards. A particular strength

is that each measure comes with a registration of medical

relevance for the individual patient. This makes for a more

nuanced measure than a yes/no response to whether a given

performance measure had been fulfilled. It also assists in

removing potential heterogeneity in individual patient

needs from the analysis. However, we cannot entirely

exclude that misclassification may have occurred in the

registration of medical relevance.

A weakness of this study is the degree of missing data

on covariates as 33% of the patients had one or more

missing observations. However, we have no reason to

believe this affected the internal validity of the study.

The missing values were not a result of nonresponse by

patients and comparison of complete and incomplete cases

revealed no systematic patterns in the association between

guideline-recommended care and socioeconomic status. In

addition, the robustness of the results was tested with

several sensitivity analyses including worst-case and

best-case scenario analyses, different definitions of out-

come, different definitions of inclusion criteria, etc.,

neither of which substantially altered the results substan-

tially. For further comparison of patients according to

missing data see Table 2.

Working with the defined outcome allowed us to perform

a nuanced analysis, but it may also represent a limitation

because each performance measure was assigned equal

weight and was therefore considered equally important com-

ponents of care. Supplementary tables S1–16 accommodate

such concern and offer an insight into the individual perfor-

mance measures.

From a policy perspective, a limitation of this study is

that it relied solely on measures of process quality in the

medical technical sense, which may ignore other quality

aspects of value-based health care.

Perspectives/Implications
Socioeconomic inequality seems to persist in acute stroke

care even after a decade of systematic monitoring of

clinical performance. The observed trend of increasing

inequality in relation to the more recent measures of

guideline-recommended care warrants specific considera-

tion. The policy implication of these findings might be that

even in a setting of proclaimed equal access to health care,

additional effort is required to decrease socioeconomic

inequality, especially when guideline-recommended care

becomes further sophisticated through the addition of

new components.
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